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Tilak Dias

Abstract
This work demonstrates a novel and sustainable energy solution in the form of a photovoltaic fabric that can deliver a reliable energy source for wearable and mobile
devices. The solar fabric was woven using electronic yarns created by embedding
miniature crystalline silicon solar cells connected with fine copper wires within the
fibres of a textile yarn. This approach of integrating solar energy harvesting capability
within the heart of the textile fabric allows it to retain the flexibility, three‐
dimensional deformability, and moisture and heat transfer characteristics of the fabric. In this investigation, both the design and performance of the solar cell embedded
yarns and solar energy harvesting fabrics were explored. These yarns and resultant
fabrics were characterised under different light intensities and at different angles of
incident light, a critical factor for a wearable device. The solar cell embedded yarns
woven into fabrics can undergo domestic laundering and maintained ~90% of their
original power output after 15 machine wash cycles. The solar fabric embedded with
200 solar cells demonstrated here (44.5 mm × 45.5 mm active area) was capable of
continuously generating ~2.15 mW/cm2 under one sun illumination and was capable
of powering a basic mobile phone. The power generation capability and durability of
the solar energy harvesting fabric proved its viability to power wearable devices as an
integral part of regular clothing.
K E Y W OR D S

electronic textiles, energy harvesting, photovoltaic textile, smart textiles, solar energy, washable,
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I N T RO D U CT I O N

aesthetically pleasing, conformable, and wash‐durable device. The
paper analyses the energy harvesting performance of PV elements

This work presents a novel photovoltaic (PV) textile, which has been

embedded within textile structures (yarns and fabrics) in relation to

designed to provide a sustainable and fully embedded energy solution

their construction (yarn components and the fabric surrounding) and

for wearable and mobile electronic devices. The PV textiles convert

operating conditions (incident light intensity and angle, deformations,

solar energy into electricity using a network of discrete miniature solar

washing, abrasion, and wetting) that would be experienced by the fab-

cells (SCs) embedded within the fibres of the textile, creating an

ric when applied to real‐life applications.
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The emergence of wearable devices, for applications including

In general, the majority of PV‐textile systems have not reported

non‐invasive health care monitoring,1 sports,2 learning assistance,3

the compatibility with water or washing. Two recent studies on

and entertainment,4 has been catalysed by the miniaturisation of

elastomer‐coated organic PV42 and textile‐based polymer SCs43 show

electronic components and low power‐consuming devices. Despite

some evidence of durability to detergent‐water mixtures. In these

the unprecedented interest and potential foreseen, the Achilles heel

studies, free‐standing organic PV cells enhanced with liquid barrier

of many wearable and electronic textile (E‐textile) devices are

laminates were tested inside a small beaker of stirred water‐detergent

their energy requirement, which is a major hurdle to the wider adop-

mixture for 10 to 30minute cycles. However, these mild test condi-

tion

E‐textiles.5,6

of

Most

commercially

available

wearable

systems are powered by standard solid coin cells, pouch cell, cylindri-

tions are far from the rigorous hydro‐mechanical agitation undergone
by regular clothing in a domestic washing machine.

cal cell, or prismatic cell batteries of alkaline, nickel metal

The solar energy harvesting fabric demonstrated here was con-

hydride (NiMH), lithium‐ion (Li‐ion), or lithium‐ion polymer (LiPo)

structed by weaving textile yarns embedded with miniature SCs

type.7 These batteries are typically attached to the garment after

(solar‐E‐yarns). To achieve a drapable and soft fabric that can endure

assembly or embedded in a removable module, making the systems

machine washing, the shear behaviour and a low bending rigidity of

bulky and cumbersome to use.8 Smaller and lighter batteries require

the structure had to be maintained. Therefore, the rigid PV elements

frequent recharging. In light of these drawbacks, many have pro-

were deployed in a discontinuous fashion within the fabric in yarn

9,10

to

form by employing electronic yarn technology.44 Electronic yarns have

power wearable devices using ambient energy available from the

previously seen small electronic chips integrated into the core of a tex-

surrounding.

tile yarn to add electronic functionality including illumination,45 tem-

posed integrating energy harvesting capability into clothing,

Amongst the other energy harvesting technologies explored for E‐
11,12

13,14

textiles, such as tribo‐electric,
15

tric,

piezo‐electric,
16

or electromagnetic induction,

thermoelec-

perature sensing,46 vibration sensing,47 light sensing,48 and acoustic
sensing.49

solar energy harvesting has

The E‐yarns with embedded SC (solar‐E‐yarns) were realised in

been one of the most investigated avenues due to the abundance of

three steps. First, miniature (1.5 mm × 3.0 mm × 0.2 mm) SCs were

solar energy17 and the maturity of PV technologies.18 Various

soldered in parallel onto two multistrand copper wires before being

approaches to integrate solar energy harvesting capability into textiles

individually encapsulated within clear, cylindrical resin micropods.

have seen a rapid growth during the last two decades19-21: The first

The solar‐cell‐micropod filament containing the encapsulated cells

attempts were to superficially attach rigid22 or flexible23 solar panels

was then covered by a fibrous textile sheath to give the final solar‐

onto fabrics; these were limited to functional clothing and futuristic

E‐yarn a textile feel and appearance. The discrete micropods and the

fashion prototypes and were far from the appearance, feel, and dura-

fibrous sheath provided the solar‐E‐yarns with a low bending rigidity

bility of regular clothing. Printing,24 laminating,25 or coating26 of

and a high degree of porosity enabling the transfer of moisture and

organic PVs (OPVs),27 and hybrid PV such as dye‐sensitised solar cells

heat through the E‐yarns, and resultant fabrics. This feature was cru-

(DSSC)28 and perovskite SCs29 onto textile substrates have dominated

cial to prevent discomfort to the user caused by thermal and sweat

most of the textile‐based PV research. Thin film PV laminates such as

build‐up, especially during warm and sunny conditions.50 The textile

30

and amorphous thin‐film sil-

sheath also allowed the yarn to take any colour without significantly

icon (a‐Si, TF‐Si)31 have also been extensively explored for textile

altering its optoelectronic performance. This method is applicable for

applications. In addition to the inherent flexibility, a preference

embedding different types of SCs (including organic,51 thin‐film,

towards OPVs, hybrid PVs, and thin film PVs have emerged due to

perovskite52 or multijunction53 SCs) within textiles; however, this

their affordability and recent improvements in efficiency; however, it

paper focuses on crystalline silicon (c‐Si) type SCs given their high

is important to note that these solutions are still incapable of matching

efficiencies.

copper indium gallium diselenide (CIGS)

the efficiencies of inorganic cells32. Despite being inherently flexible,

A solar energy harvesting fabric demonstrator was woven using

the monolithic, large‐area, nonporous structure of these PV systems

20 solar‐E‐yarns embedded with 200 miniature SCs (10 per yarn)

significantly changes the appearance and feel of the textile and

creating a photoactive area of 44.5 mm × 45.5 mm. The solar energy

restricts the shear behaviour and air permeability of the textile sub-

harvesting fabric generated an open circuit voltage (VOC) of 5.14 V, a

strate, making them uncomfortable and less appealing to the wearer.

short‐circuit current (ISC) of 14.14 mA, and a maximum power output

33,34

An alternative solution is to weave PV‐coated wires
27,35

fabrics, which has also been widely explored for wearable applications.

power densities for similar textile‐like solar energy harvesting solu-

In principle, the PV layers of these wires or tapes were similar to the

tions reported such as the all‐solid tailorable energy textile devel-

coated, laminated or printed films discussed earlier, with the small

oped by Chai et al,37 which generated ~1 mW/cm2, or the

cross sections and large aspect ratios of these wires or tapes allowing

microcable power textile developed by Chen et al,54 which gener-

them to be woven into fabrics. Fabrics woven with PV‐coated wires or

ated 25 μW/cm2.

perovskite type

40,41

(PMAX) of 43.4 mW, with a 2.15 mW/cm2 power density under one
sun illumination (100 mW/cm2): This significantly exceeded the

of DSSC type,

38,39

or flexible
into

PV tapes

36,37

or OPV

flexible PV tapes showed improvements in the shear behaviour and

The integration of SCs within the E‐yarn structure (first the

breathability; however, they still looked and felt significantly different

micropod and then the fibrous sheath) will have an effect on the

from normal textile fabrics.

embedded SC performance,48 and therefore, this was important to
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analyse and understand. Voltage and current outputs have been pre-

insignificant change in VOC and ~5% reduction in ISC after soldering

sented at each stage of the E‐yarn production process. Further data

(information on the effect of soldering on bare SCs provided in Sec-

have been presented for solar‐E‐yarns with different colours of outer

tion S5). The reduction in ISC may be caused by the contamination of

covering fibres. Similarly, the performance of the solar energy harvest-

the photoactive surface by residues of the soldering process. The

ing fabric was assessed under different incident light intensities, with

VOC of the maiden miniature SC (SC before soldering) exhibited sig-

further experiments conducted when the fabric underwent mechani-

nificantly lower values compared with the VOC values for the original

cal deformation. Since the solution was mainly intended for outdoor

standard sized c‐Si SC from which the miniature SC was cut. This

wearable applications, the evaluations were conducted between

may have been due to the increased edge recombination caused

100% and 25% of one sun intensities.

by increasing the area/perimeter ratio of the miniature cell.55 The

A critical factor to understand for a solar energy harvesting solu-

edge recombination can be minimised by enhancing passivation at
56

tion for a wearable application is how the angle of incident light

the edges of the miniature cells

effects the functionality of the device: ultimately a wearer of a solar

be conducted at the cell fabrication stage.

; however, this would need to

energy harvesting device would move relative to the light source (i.e.

The soldered SC–Cu filament was paired with a strong Vectran

the Sun). The performance as a function of the incident angle of the

yarn (20 filaments, 100 denier, Vectran, Kuraray America Inc, USA)

light has been characterised for solar‐E‐yarns both free‐standing (the

and positioned inside of a clear silicone tube (i.d. = 1.6 mm;

solar‐E‐yarn on its own and not embedded within a fabric) and in fab-

Advanced Fluid Solutions Ltd, UK). The longitudinal centre axis of

ric form (woven into fabrics).

the SC (ie, centre of the 1.5‐mm dimension) was positioned coinci-

The solar‐E‐yarns woven into fabrics were assessed for their wash

dent with the centre axis of the silicone tube. A predetermined vol-

durability, with both hand washing and machine washing explored (in a

ume (~8 μL) of UV curable, optically clear resin (Dymax, 9001‐E‐

domestic washing machine with a 2kg washing load). Resistance to

V3.5, Dymax Corporation, USA) was injected into the silicone tube

abrasion was also evaluated. Solar‐E‐yarns were also assessed under

to fully encapsulate the SC: This resulted in a micropod length of

wet conditions.

approximately 4.0 to 4.5 mm (0.50‐0.75 mm longer than the length

Finally, the ability of the solar energy harvesting fabric demonstra-

of the SC on each side). The silicone tube containing the resin was

tor to charge various energy storage devices (such as batteries and

exposed to a UV light source (BlueWave 50, Dymax Corporation,

supercapacitors) was assessed.

USA) for 60 seconds to fully cure the resin, forming a solid resin

This unique approach of embedding solar energy harvesting capa-

micropod. Finally, the cured resin micropod, with the SC (referred

bilities within textiles will revolutionise the way in which wearable and

to as the solar‐micropod filament hereafter), was pulled out of the

mobile electronic devices will be powered in the future. This technol-

silicone tube by applying a tensile force to the Vectran yarn

ogy allows for the creation of a solar energy harvesting fabric where

(Figure 1).

the end user will not have to compromise on reusability, appearance,
or comfort.

The resultant solar‐micro‐pod filament was fed into a small diameter circular warp‐knitting machine (RIUS MC‐Knit braiders with 2.0‐
mm inner diameter hollow cylinder and six latch needles; RIUS,
Spain) that was used to form the fibrous sheath around the solar‐

2

MATERIALS AND METHODS

|

micropod filament. The first set of white polyester (PE) filament
yarns (six 48f/167 dtex yarns) were delivered to the knitting needles

2.1

|

Fabricating solar cell embedded yarns

on the outer surface of the needle cylinder and formed the circular
knit braided structure. A second set of white PE filament yarns (four

To create the solar‐E‐yarns, miniature c‐Si SCs with dimensions of

48f/167 dtex yarns) were supplied directly through the inside of the

1.5 mm × 3.0 mm × 0.2 mm were sourced (Solar Capture Technolo-

hollow needle cylinder along with the solar‐micropod filament (with-

gies, UK); the required dimensions were achieved by laser cutting

out making loops); these filament fibres were used to hold the solar‐

standard laser grooved buried contact type c‐Si SCs (cutting con-

micropod filament co‐axially inside of the knit‐braided outer sleeve,

ducted by Solar Capture Technologies). The miniature SCs were sol-

creating the final solar‐E‐yarn (Figure 1B(iii)). For the red‐ and

dered onto two fine copper (Cu) wires (seven strand, linear density =

black‐coloured solar‐E‐yarn experiments, PE filament yarns (six

120 mg/m, single strand diameter = 50 μm, electrical resistance =

48f/167 dtex yarns) of red and black colour were used for the

1.35 Ω/cm; Knight Wire, UK), with Sn96.5Ag3.0Cu0.5 solder paste

knit‐braid. A cross‐sectional view of the solar‐E‐yarn is shown in

(SolderPlus S965D500A6, Nordson EFD, UK) using a focussed IR

Figure 1A.

spot reflow soldering device (PDR IR‐E3 Rework System, PDR—

For electrical characterisation and durability tests, solar‐E‐yarns

Design & Manufacturing Centre, UK). Excess Cu lengths were

with a single SC per yarn were fabricated. To construct the SC

removed after soldering. Cu wires were selected as interconnects

embedded demonstrator fabric, solar‐E‐yarns were fabricated with 10

due to their high electrical conductivity, cost‐effectiveness, and

SCs per yarn (Figure 2A). The 10 SCs were individually soldered in

excellent solderability using Pb‐free soldering (further details of the

parallel onto a pair of Cu wires (with 2.0‐mm gaps between adjacent

soldering process are provided in Section S1). The ISC and VOC of

cells), individually encapsulated within 4.0‐mm‐long resin micropods

the SCs before and after soldering onto Cu wires confirmed an

and covered inside of a white fibrous sheath using the same

4
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FIGURE 1 Solar cell embedded yarn structure, fabrication process. (A) Schematic of the structure of the solar cell embedded yarns (solar‐E‐
yarns). (B (i)) 1.5 mm × 3.0 mm × 0.2 mm solar cell soldered onto two, seven strand (50‐μm‐diameter strands) copper wires. (B (ii)) The
soldered solar cell embedded inside of a cylindrical, clear resin micropod of 1.6‐mm diameter. (B (iii)) The solar‐micro‐pod filament covered by a
fibrous sheath [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 2 Structure of solar cell embedded fabric demonstrator. (A (i)) 10 solar cells soldered in parallel onto two fine copper wires. (A (ii))
Soldered solar cells individually encapsulated within cylindrical resin micropods. (A (iii)) The encapsulated solar‐micropod filament covered by a
fibrous sheath. (B) Schematic of the cross‐sectional view of the woven fabric with solar cell embedded yarns. (C) Image of the solar cell embedded
fabric (black box indicating solar cell footprint). (D) Electrical circuit diagram of a minimodule made with 10 solar‐E‐yarns. The demonstrator fabric
consisted of two minimodules. (E) Schematic of the solar cell fabric demonstrator showing how the solar‐E‐yarns and minimodules were
connected [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

materials

parallel

voltage, as most wearable devices have low voltage requirements.

networking of the cells allowed for current multiplication within

and

procedures

described

above.

The

The structural features of the parallel connection between SCs pro-

each yarn; it was not desirable to solder in series and multiply the

vided the solar‐E‐yarn a high tensile strength (with two Cu wires)

SATHARASINGHE
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while ensuring the unifacial orientation of SCs within the solar‐E‐

increments). The rotary sample holder was mounted horizontally onto

yarn.

a vertical pole using an axel fixed through the rotary axis of the holder,
allowing the angle of the sample holder to be varied relative to a hor-

2.2

|

Creating solar cell embedded fabrics

To construct the SC embedded demonstrator fabric, 20 solar‐E‐yarns
with 10 SCs per yarn were used: A woven fabric was created using
these solar‐E‐yarns inserted in the weft direction (Figure 2B,C). A
table top weaving loom (four shafts, 24″ width; Harris Looms, UK)
was prepared with 12‐cm‐wide sheet of warp yarns (~10 yarns per
centimetre) using white cotton yarns (38.9 × 2 tex; Elton Vale Yarns
Ltd, UK). The warp yarns were threaded to achieve a four by one
shedding pattern (a basket weave), as shown in Section S2. The
solar‐E‐yarns were inserted in such a manner that the photoactive side

izontal plane.
To generate IV curves, a simple decadic resistor network (1 Ω –
100 MΩ) was built using fixed resistors (RS Components, UK). For
each data point, the voltage and the electrical resistance across the
resistor network was measured to calculate the corresponding current
and power values. The maximum power point was realised to the
accuracy of ±10 Ω.
All metallic components used in the experimental setups were covered with black nonreflective coatings or tapes. Additional details of
the instruments and methods used for characterisation are included
in Section S3.

was fully exposed on the front surface of the fabric. Cotton yarns
(same type used for the warp) were used as weft yarns to fill the gaps

2.4

|

Liquid moisture management test

between solar‐E‐yarns. In the case of demonstrator fabric (Figure 2B),
one cotton weft yarn was inserted between each of the solar‐E‐yarns.

A control fabric woven using knit‐braided yarns without solar‐

To assess the effect of incident angle, fabrics with different spacings

micropod filaments (all other material and process parameters remain-

between the solar‐E‐yarns were made. A gap of ~1.0 mm was achieved

ing identical to the solar‐E‐yarns) was prepared (using an identical

by inserting three cotton weft yarns between solar‐E‐yarns, and ~3.0‐

woven structure, process parameters, and additional cotton yarns sim-

mm gap was achieved by inserting seven cotton weft yarns between

ilar to the demonstrator fabric) for a comparison test.

the solar‐E‐yarns. When required, knit braided yarns (with packing

The SC embedded demonstrator fabric containing 200 SCs and the

yarns and the knit braid only but without a solar‐micropod filament)

control fabric were tested using the Gravimetric Absorbance Test Sys-

were used as the weft yarns along with cotton yarns, to add extra

tem (GATS—M/K systems Inc, USA; see Section S4). The backsides of

length to the fabric samples.

the fabrics were covered by a thin polyethene film with a 45 mm × 45

Two minimodules, each consisting of 10 solar‐E‐yarns, were created

mm window, to expose the cell embedded area of the fabric to the

by connecting 10 solar‐E‐yarns in series, as shown in the circuit diagram

porous plate of the GATS. The fabrics were placed on the porous plate

in Figure 2D. The SC embedded fabric demonstrator (Figure 2E) was

of the GATS, and the absorption test was conducted with distilled

realised by wiring the minimodules in parallel (see Section S4 for further

water, until each fabric was saturated. The same steps were repeated

information). The SC embedded region of the fabric (the photoactive

for the control fabric.

area) had a footprint of 44.5 mm × 45.5 mm (Figure 2C).

2.5
2.3
Characterisation of solar cell embedded yarns
and fabrics

|

Durability testing

|

For durability testing, 15 identical solar‐E‐yarns were woven into
three sets of fabric samples (five yarns per fabric), with ~10‐mm gaps

For electrical characterisation of the solar‐E‐yarns and demonstrator

between each adjacent solar‐E‐yarns. The first set of solar‐E‐yarns

fabric, two light sources were employed. For the majority of the

were machine washed in a domestic washing machine (Bosch Logixx

experiments in this work, ABA type solar simulator (LSH‐7320, New-

8 VarioPerfect, BSH Home Appliances Ltd, UK) with 20 g of detergent

port Corporation, UK) was used, with the exception of the incident

(Persil Non Bio, Unilever UK Ltd, UK) and line dried inside of a wash

angle varied measurements for the free‐standing solar‐E‐yarns. For

bag for 25 cycles (total washing time of 15 hours) along with ballasts

this experiment, a bespoke optical test rig with a tungsten halogen

(to create a total wash load of 2 ± 0.01 kg). This washing process

lamp (described in Section S3) was employed.

closely followed the test procedure 4N outlined in the British standard

Electrical measurements were taken using a high precision digital
multimeter (Model 34410A 6 ½, Agilent Technologies LDA UK Lim-

BS EN ISO 6330:2012; Textiles—Domestic washing and drying procedures for textile testing.57

ited, UK). Unless otherwise stated, one sun intensity (100 mW/cm2

The second set of solar‐E‐yarns were hand washed with 10 g of

with an AM1.5 G spectrum) was selected on the solar simulator for

detergent and line dried (drying was accelerated with a domestic

measurements. All fixed angle measurements were conducted at a

cooling fan) for 25 cycles (total washing time of 7.5 hours), by closely

temperature maintained at 25 ± 1 °C using a feedback controlled

following the AATCC Monograph M5 for Standardization of Hand

cooling system (described in Section S3).

Laundering for Fabrics and Apparel.58 The washing and rinsing were

For ISC measurements of solar fabrics under different incident light
angles, a rotary sample holder was devised, with a goniometer (with 5°

conducted with 50 ± 2°C tap water (recorded using a digital temperature meter).

6
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The third set of solar‐E‐yarns was subjected to abrasion testing

electrical characteristics of the SCs were determined, and the results

using an abrasion tester (902 Mini Martindale, James Heal Ltd,

are shown in Figure 3A,B. The ISC, VOC, PMAX, and fill factor (FF) values

England) for 6000 abrasion cycles according to BS EN ISO 12947‐

derived form the curves (Figure 3C(i)‐(iv)) showed the changes in opto-

59

2:2016.

Microscopic images were taken before the start of the tests

electronic output due to the fabrication process. The linear relation-

and after every 1000 cycles while the test sample was fixed to the

ship between light intensity and ISC explains the clear change in ISC

abrasion tester.

during the yarn fabrication process. On the other hand, VOC showed

A fourth set of five solar‐E‐yarns were prepared with enamelled

a modest change due to its logarithmic relationship with light inten-

seven‐strand copper wires with a nylon sheath (BXL2001, OSCO

sity.60 Therefore, ISC can be considered as the parameter, representa-

Ltd, UK), instead of the multistrand copper wire (used in previous

tive of the amount of light flux received by the embedded SC.

experiments). These were woven into a fabric similar to those used

When the SCs were encapsulated within the resin micropods, the

for the other durability tests. These solar‐E‐yarns were characterised

ISC and PMAX values increase by 18.3% and 21.7%, respectively, due

after soaking with, and immersing in, tap water at room temperature

to the convergent (lensing) and light trapping effects by the micropod.

(~20°C‐25°C) for 30 minutes.

A previous study48 has investigated the performance of photodiodes

The solar‐E‐yarns in the fabric samples were characterised for out-

embedded within small resin micropods; the effect of size, geometry,

put current and voltage under standard one sun (100 mW/cm2, AM

and optical properties of the micropod, along with the position of

1.5 G spectrum) illumination before and after they have been sub-

the device within the micropod, were estimated using a theoretical

jected to the above described durability testing.

model and experimentally evaluated. The depth of the device within

Further details of the sample preparation and test conditions are
provided in Section S4.

the micropod (given as a ratio relative to the micropod diameter) and
the refractive index of the resin were critical parameters when determining the optoelectronic performance (Section S6 shows the effect
of micropod size on the ISC for SCs). In this work, the micropod geom-

3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

|

etry, size, and SC positioning were dictated by the design constraints
to optimise the desirable properties (thickness and drapability) of the

3.1

|

Solar cell embedded yarns

resultant fabrics. Therefore, a micropod diameter of 1.6 mm and a cell
width of 1.5 mm was employed.

The fabrication of solar‐E‐yarns involves three steps, soldering, encap-

After covering the solar‐micropod filament with a fibrous sheath,

sulation, and covering in fibres. After each step of production, the

the ISC and PMAX values decreased by 29.3% and 32.5% (relative to

FIGURE 3 Solar cell embedded yarn performance at different stages of the fabrication process. (A) Current–voltage (IV) characteristic curves, (B)
power–voltage (PV) characteristic curves, (C(i)) short circuit current, (C (ii)) open circuit voltage, (C (iii)) maximum power output, and (C (iv)) fill
factor. Error bars show the standard deviation of the results taken using five different samples [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.
com]
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the values of bare SCs) due to reflectance and light absorbence effects

mW under 100%, 75%, 50%, and 25% of one sun illumination (100

of the fibrous sheath. VOC did not change significantly due to the fab-

mW/cm2, 1.5 AM spectrum), respectively, as shown in Figure 5A,C.

rication process, though FF was reduced by ~4.6%.

At one sun intensity, ISC, VOC, FF, and power density values of 14.14

The intensity of light received by the SC within the solar‐E‐yarn

± 0.05 mA, 5.14 ± 0.02 V, 0.598 ± 0.004, and 2.146 ± 0.014

was clearly affected by the fibrous sheath. Incident light could pene-

mW/cm2 were observed, respectively (see Figure 5B,C). Overall, the

trate the fibrous sheath into the micropod in two ways: Firstly, the

ISC and PMAX values showed a close linear relationship with light inten-

porous structure of the surrounding fibrous sheath would allow direct

sity level, indicating a behaviour equivalent to a typical c‐Si SC net-

transmission of proportion of incident light through the structure

work.60 The PMAX per solar‐E‐yarn when woven into fabric was

without interference; secondly, light could diffuse through the fibrous

217.3 μW, ~4.5% lower than the average PMAX values of 20 individual

sheath after interference. This light diffusion occurred by light scatter-

solar‐E‐yarns (227.5 ± 17.5 μW), owing to current/voltage mis-

ing off of the fibre surfaces by partial reflection48 and transmission

matches caused due to cell‐to‐cell variations63 and variations in angu-

through the fibre interiors (which absorbed a small proportion of the

lar position of the embedded SCs relative to the fabric's surface.

light). These interferences resulted in a reduction of light penetrating

When worn, a solar energy harvesting fabric may undergo mechan-

into the micropod and reaching the SC (shading effect), which is

ical deformation; therefore, it is important to understand the effects of

directly related to the fibre density of the sheath.61 The theoretical

deformation on the electrical performance under these conditions.

48

estimated that the effect of light scat-

When subjected to shear deformation (Figure 5D), draping (Figure 5

tering is more significant than light absorption. Use of textile fibres

E), and bending (Figure 5F), the demonstrator fabric showed ISC values

with lower delustrant62 content can further decrease the light absorp-

of 13.83, 11.06, and 2.32 mA, respectively, under one sun intensity.

tion while using lower number of thicker textile fibres or fibres with

These results provided clear evidence that the SC embedded fabric

lower refraction index can minimise the effect of scattering (for exam-

could generate power while undergoing various forms of deformation.

study conducted previously

ple fluorinated polyesters or silicones could be used). These modifica-

The ISC after bending significantly differed from the ISC before defor-

tions will have implications on the light trapping effect, appearance,

mation (14.14 mA), due to the lower surface area exposed to the light

and hand‐feel of the resultant fabrics; however, these modifications

source (less than 30% of the photoactive area was exposed), which is

are not within the scope of this study.

also curved (incident angle varies across the exposed area). The mod-

When red‐ and black‐coloured fibres were used for the fibrous

est reduction in ISC after draping was due to the curvature of the

sheaths (see Figure 4A), solar‐E‐yarns showed 89.4 ± 5.8% and 77.7

photoactive area. There was an insignificant change in ISC after shear

± 1.2% of the normal solar‐E‐yarn (white sheath) ISC value, respec-

deformation. These results indicated that the changes were likely

tively (Figure 4B). These experiments proved the viability of creating

caused by the change in incident angles, not due to electromechanical

coloured solar‐E‐yarns without significantly compromising their per-

effects within the cells and cell network. The measured ISC returned to

formance. This also suggested that the light penetration into the resin

normal after deformation in all cases. These results provide evidence

micropod predominantly occured through the spaces between the

of the viability of the solar‐E‐yarns for wearable applications where

fibres.

the clothing will be exposed to different levels of sunlight and has to
undergo various mechanical deformations during its regular use.
The lengths of yarn used in the demonstrator shown in this work

3.2
Solar cell embedded fabric construction and its
performance
|

included a string of 10 SCs each; however, practically, this could be
changed considering the required current, voltage outputs, and anticipated partial shading for a specific application. The E‐yarn technology

The solar energy harvesting fabric demonstrator generated PMAX

can be employed to embed any type of small semiconductor device (as

values of 43.4 ± 0.29, 31.00 ± 0.38, 18.60 ± 0.25, and 7.62 ± 0.17

demonstrated previously in the literature45,47,48,64) including bypass

FIGURE 4 Change in short‐circuit current (ISC) output for solar‐E‐yarns with different colours of outer fibrous sheath. (A) Normalized ISC values
for 1.5 mm × 1.5 mm solar cells, embedded within 1.6‐mm micropods, with white, red, and black fibrous sheaths of same fibre material and
density. (B) Image of solar yarns with white, red, and black fibrous sheaths [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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FIGURE 5 Performance of solar cell embedded fabric demonstrator. (A) Current‐voltage (IV) and power‐voltage (PV) characteristics, (B) short
circuit current (ISC) and open circuit voltage (VOC) and (C) fill factor (FF) and maximum power (PMAX) for solar cell embedded fabric
demonstrator at different sun intensities (100% = one sun intensity with 1.5 AM standard solar spectrum). Error bars indicate the SD of five repeat
experiments. Performance of the solar cell embedded fabric demonstrator under (D) shear deformation, (E) draping on a finger and (F) bending
around a finger. Error bars show the standard deviation of five repeat measurements using one sample [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
diodes. Therefore, a bypass diode can be included at the end of each

understand and characterise the performance of the solar‐E‐yarns

yarn (cell string) to minimise the potential effects of partial shading.

and resultant fabrics with different incident angles of light (Figure 6).

While it may be vital to include bypass diodes to mitigate the adverse

The change in ISC was measured under one sun illumination for

effects of partial shading, more specific information on a given applica-

incident angles from 0° to 180° at different stages of the solar‐E‐

tion would be required to engineer an optimised E‐yarn, hence this

yarn fabrication process normal to the longitudinal axis of the

was beyond the scope of this paper.

solar‐E‐yarn, as shown in Figure 6A. The bare SC showed ISC values

The fabric demonstrator showed similar liquid moisture manage-

close to the theoretical values given by the cosine effect65 from 0°

ment characteristics (saturated water capacity of 17.43 g) to a control

to 90°, with negligible ISC from 90° to 180° (ie, the SC was illumi-

fabric sample (made from yarns without solar‐micropod filaments, all

nated from the back side). The ISC values for the solar‐micropod fil-

other parameters remained constant), with a saturated water capacity

ament increased by an almost constant amount (~30 μA) across all

of 17.29 g. The moisture transfer behaviour is crucial for the thermal

incident angles. This indicated that the convergent and light‐trapping

comfort of the wearer, especially for activewear applications where

effects of the resin micropods were both significant and consistent

the wearer generates sweat and heat while directly being exposed to

at any incident angle. After covering the solar‐micropod filament

warm conditions.

with the fibrous sheath, shading effects (reflectance and absorbance)
at small incident angles (up to 60°) were evident. Beyond 60°, the
solar‐E‐yarn generated ISC values higher than for the soldered SCs.

3.3

|

Effects of change in the incident angle of light

Overall, ISC for the solar‐E‐yarns exhibited less of a dependency on
the incident angle of the light when compared with the SC only

During regular use, the angle of the incident light received by the solar

and solar‐micropod filament. This result is highly desirable for wear-

fabric would change due to deformation of the fabric or movement of

able applications where the change in incident angle of the sunlight

the user relative to the light source. It was therefore important to

is dynamic and unpredictable.
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FIGURE 6 Effect of incident angle on the performance of solar cell embedded yarns and fabrics. (A) Change in short circuit current (ISC) with the
incident angle and (B) average ISC of solar‐E‐yarns for front half circle and full circle exposure at different stages of the SC yarn fabrication process.
(C) Change in the normalized ISC (normalized to free‐standing ISC values) with incident angle for woven solar‐E‐yarns with different spacing
between the solar‐E‐yarns. The box shows a schematic illustration of the cross section of the four fabric structures with different gaps between
the solar‐E‐yarns: The light blue circles and dark blue circles representing solar‐E‐yarns and cotton weft yarns, respectively. Cotton warp yarns are
shown in orange. In each case, the largest incident angle before shading from the adjacent yarn is indicated. (D) Change in normalized ISC
(normalized to free‐standing ISC values) with incident angle for woven solar‐E‐yarns with 3.0‐mm spacing, when the surrounding of the solar‐E‐
yarns area is changed with black, non‐reflective tape. (E) Illustration of the effect of direct and indirect illumination received by woven solar‐E‐
yarns at 0° and ~60° incident angle. Error bars show the standard deviation of the results taken using five different samples. For (A), (C) and (D)
graphs with error bars are shown in Section S7 for clarity [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
When the ISC values were averaged across the front half circle (0°‐

The effects of the incident angle on the ISC of the solar‐E‐yarns

90°) and full circle (see Figure 6B), the ISC values for the solar‐E‐yarns

were then studied in fabric form in the orientation normal to the lon-

were comparable with the ISC values for the SC only. This behaviour

gitudinal axis of the solar‐E‐yarns, where multiple solar‐E‐yarns (each

can be attributed to the combined light trapping effects of the fibrous

with one SC) were woven with different gaps between them, as

sheath and resin micropod at all incident angles (see Section S7 for

shown in Figure 6C. Four conditions were explored: no gap, 1.0 mm

further analysis).

and 3.0 mm gaps, and open (where the gap between the solar‐E‐yarns

The ISC measurements conducted with the change in incident angle
normal to the width direction of the embedded SC did not show a sig-

was over 20.0 mm). The ISC values for the woven solar‐E‐yarns were
normalised to the results from the free‐standing solar‐E‐yarns.

nificant change at different stages of the solar‐E‐yarn fabrication pro-

In all of the cases explored, the solar‐E‐yarns within woven struc-

cess (the complete data set for the change in ISC for different incident

tures showed higher ISC values than the corresponding free‐standing

angles normal to the width direction of the embedded SC are included

values for small incident angles and lower ISC values for higher incident

in Section S7). The results for the bare SC, solar‐micropod filament,

angles. It is believed that this effect was due to the significant albedo

and solar‐E‐yarn approximately followed the cosine law.

effect66 (light diffused by the surrounding and background) from the
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Durability testing

When the incident angle increased, the adjacent solar‐E‐yarn started
to shade part of the incident light. By studying the cross‐sectional

The wash durability of sets of five solar‐E‐yarns woven into fabrics

geometry of the woven structure, it was clear that the angle at which

was assessed using two washing methods. The first method used a

the direct shading from yarns started to occur increased with the gaps

domestic washing machine where one set of solar‐E‐yarns was

size, which supported the experimental results. When the incident

washed with detergent inside of a wash bag in a 2‐kg wash load and

angle increased, the light flux to the solar‐E‐yarn reduced due to direct

line dried. For the second method, a set of solar‐E‐yarns was hand

shading (from neighbouring solar‐E‐yarns) as well as a diminished

washed with a detergent and line dried.

albedo effect (as the gaps between the solar‐E‐yarns were also
shaded); this is illustrated in Figure 6E.

All of the solar‐E‐yarns functioned correctly (outputs comparable
with the before wash values) after 15 machine wash cycles, with

The impact of the albedo effect due to the surrounding fabric was

60% of the E‐yarns functioning correctly after 25 machine wash

investigated empirically (Figure 6D) by covering the solar‐E‐yarn gaps

cycles. All of the hand‐washed yarns functioned correctly after 25

(rectangular spaces on the fabric between the active regions of adja-

hand wash cycles (Figure 7A). The wash durability can be attributed

cent solar‐E‐yarns) and outer surrounding (complete surrounding

to three structural features of the solar‐E‐yarns and fabrics. Firstly,

except for the gaps). Experimental results using a woven sample with

the discrete micropod structure protected the SCs from the water‐

3.0‐mm gaps between the solar‐E‐yarns showed that the albedo

detergent mix in the wash‐bath and allowed some movement of the

enhancement from the solar‐E‐yarn gaps were higher and more angle

individual micropods within the E‐yarns structure, as the micropods

dependent in comparison to the albedo enhancement by the outer

are not bound to the fibrous sheath. This allowed the E‐yarn to bend

surrounding. The albedo enhancement due to the gaps disappeared

and flex without structural failure of the fine copper wire intercon-

completely at incident angle of ~70°, as estimated in the geometrical

nects occurring. Secondly, the fibrous sheath provided tensile rein-

model demonstrated in Figure 6C.

forcement to the E‐yarn. Finally, the fabric structure allowed the E‐

These results suggested that woven fabrics with more distributed
solar‐E‐yarn designs (ie, larger gaps between solar‐E‐yarns) are better

yarns to move independently (by shear deformation) under vigorous
hydro‐mechanical agitation.

suited for applications where dynamic incident angles are expected;

The normalised ISC and VOC values (normalised to the before wash

while closely packed solar‐E‐yarn designs would give the best perfor-

values as shown in Figure 7B) showed that the ISC reduced by ~3% and

mance for applications with more predictable or small incident angles,

~6%

or where the available surface area is limited. Additionally, a distrib-

FF values showed insignificant changes after 25 hand or machine

uted yarn design would result in improved drapability; however, a

washes. The PMAX values showed ~13.5% and ~10.4% reduction after

detailed study of drapability was beyond the scope of this work.

25 machine wash cycles and 25 hand wash cycles (Figure 7C), which

after 25 hand wash and machine wash cycles, respectively. The

FIGURE 7 Wash durability of solar‐E‐yarns embedded in woven fabrics. (A) Number of fully functioning solar‐E‐yarns after wash, (B) change in
short circuit current (ISC) and open circuit voltage (VOC) after washing normalized to before wash values, and (C) change in fill factor (FF) and
maximum power output (PMAX) after 25 wash cycles for machine washed and hand washed solar‐E‐yarns. Two sets of five solar‐E‐yarns woven
into fabrics were tested for machine washing and hand washing. Average output of fully functioning solar‐E‐yarns indicated in (B) and (C) with
error bars showing the SD of the full functioning solar‐E‐yarns in (C). For (B), graphs with error bars are shown in Section S8 for clarity. The
absolute values for Figure 7B,C are provided in Section S8 [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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was the compound effect of changes in ISC, VOC, and FF. The minor

under wet conditions, the SC received a higher light flux, resulting in

reductions in output power observed were possibly due to the redis-

higher ISC values. These results confirm that the SC embedded fabrics

tribution of the textile fibres in the fibrous sheath during washing,

can generate power even under wet conditions.

which could increase the shading effect. Dissection of the broken

Five solar‐E‐yarns woven into a fabric showed only a 5.6% reduc-

solar‐E‐yarns confirmed that failures were due to the physical break-

tion in ISC after 6000 abrasion cycles (Figure 9A). Microscopic images

age of the copper wire interconnects outside of the resin micropods,

confirmed that the solar‐E‐yarn surface fibres were redistributed due

as has been seen in earlier work48 (see microscopic images in Section

to abrasion, with an insignificant amount of surface fibre breakages

S8). The abnormal reduction in VOC after 10 machine wash cycles may

(Figure 9B): this explains the change in performance after the abrasion

be due to an incomplete drying of the samples or change in ambient

cycles.

temperature during measurement.

The results of the abrasion test confirmed that the solar‐E‐yarn

Fabrics woven with solar‐E‐yarns, made using electrically insulated

embedded fabrics can withstand the washing and drying, mechanical

copper wires, were tested under one sun illumination. The insulated

rubbing, and wearing undergone by regular clothing without signifi-

Cu wires employed in this experiment (BXL2001, OSCO Ltd, UK)

cantly altering their energy conversion capability. In addition, the

had seven twisted strands of Cu, individually enamelled with Polyure-

results provided evidence of continuous functionality of the fabric

thane coating. The electrical properties of these Cu wires were similar

under wet conditions, which is beneficial for outerwear.

to the bare Cu wires used in the other experiments. The twisted
strands were also covered with a Nylon fibre wrapping that protected
the enamel from abrasion and reinforced the wires. These solar‐E‐

3.5

|

Demonstrating power generation capability

yarns functioned correctly with a ~35% increase in ISC when soaked
with or immersed in liquid water, when compared with dry samples

The ability of the SC embedded fabric demonstrator to charge three

(see Figure 8A‐8D). This can be explained by how water interacts with

types of electrical device was explored, as ultimately the SC embed-

the textile fibres of the fibrous sheath as shown in Figure 8E.

ded fabric was designed to charge wearable devices. A 47‐mF (5.5‐

The amount of light scattered by individual fibres in the sheath is

V) supercapacitor (KEMET Electronic Components, USA) was charged

related to the differences in refractive indices (Δn) of the fibre material

using the solar fabric (under 100%, 75%, 50%, and 25% of one sun illu-

and the spaces between fibres. According to the Fresnel equation,67

mination); the supercapacitor reached its maximum voltage within 15

higher Δn will cause a higher amount of light scattering. When the

and 60 seconds under 100% and 25% sun intensity, respectively

solar‐E‐yarn is dry, the Δn value is 0.55 (refractive index of the fibre

(Figure 10A).

~1.55,

air 1). When the solar‐E‐yarn is wet, the Δn value is 0.22

(refractive index of water ~1.33). Due to lower amount of scattering

Under 100% sun intensity, the fabric woven with solar‐E‐yarns
was able to charge a 15‐mAh (3.7‐V) Li‐ion battery to

~

3.7 V within

FIGURE 8 Solar‐E‐yarn performance when soaked and immersed in tap water. Five solar‐E‐yarns constructed using electrically insulated copper
wires woven into fabrics under (A) dry condition, (B) after soaking with tap water, and (C) after immersing in tap water. (D) The normalized ISC and
VOC values for the five solar‐E‐yarns when dry, after soaking with tap water and after immersing in tap water. (E) An illustration representing the
effect of water on the light transmission through the fibrous sheath of the solar‐E‐yarns [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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FIGURE 9 Abrasion testing conducted on solar‐E‐yarns embedded in fabrics. Change in (A) performance and (B) appearance of solar‐E‐yarns in
fabric form after 6000 abrasion cycles [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 10 Charging and powering devices using the solar cell embedded fabric. Evaluating the charging behaviour of (A) a 47‐mF, 5.5‐V super
capacitor, (B) a 15‐mAh, 3.7‐V miniature Li‐ion battery, and (C) a 380‐mAh, 3.7‐V Li‐polymer battery using the miniature solar cell embedded
fabric. Demonstrating the charging of (D) a basic mobile phone with a 1000‐mAh, 3.7‐V battery and (E) a fitness tracker with 50‐mAh, 3.7‐V
battery and (F) powering an LED embedded fabric demonstrator developed using E‐yarn technology45 [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

10 minutes (Figure 10B), and charged a 380‐mAh (3.7‐V) Li‐polymer

demonstrations provide clear evidence of the utility of the solar energy

battery from 3.1 to 3.55 V within 60 minutes (Figure 10C).

harvesting fabric technology within regular clothing as a power source

The SC embedded fabric was also capable of charging a basic mobile

for wearable devices which have a power requirement around tens to

phone with 1000‐mAh battery (Figure 10D, Supporting Video S1), a fit-

few hundreds of milliwatts, which is typical for most wearable devices.

ness tracker with a 50‐mAh battery (Figure 10E, Supporting Video S2)

It is envisioned that by employing advanced SC technologies such as

and a LED fabric demonstrator (Figure 10F, Supporting Video S3) that

bifacial cells and back contact cells the performance of the solar‐E‐

contained 10 flashing LEDs (see Videos S1 to S3). These

yarns could be further enhanced in the future.
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In a real‐life scenario, the effects of a change in the incident angle,
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partial shading of the solar‐E‐yarn embedded regions, and change in
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incident light intensity are to be expected to occur. While the above
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scenarios, the characterisations conducted at varying light intensities
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provide a complete understanding of the power generation capability
of the solar fabrics prepared using the solar‐E‐yarns.
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C O N CL U S I O N

Miniature SC embedded yarns, and resultant solar energy harvesting
fabrics that possess the features of a textile fabric, have been presented for the first time. This new approach of integrating solar energy
harvesting capability into fabrics is superior in aesthetic, textural, draping, and wash durability characteristics to the existing methods such as
laminating, printing, or coating PV onto fabric surfaces, or weaving PV
material coated wires or flexible PV tapes into fabrics. This desirable
textile behaviour is rendered by the unique architecture of the SC
embedded yarn fabricated using the electronic yarn technology. A
solar energy harvesting fabric (active area 44.5 mm × 45.5 mm) that
can generate ~2.15 mW/cm2 was demonstrated; this was sufficient
to power a mobile phone. Solar cell embedded yarns were evaluated
at different stages of their fabrication process. The inclusion of the
SC within the resin micropod resulted in an increase in the output
power due to convergent (lensing) and light‐trapping effects. After
covering with a fibrous sheath, the power output decreased due to
reflectance and light absorbence effects. Durability tests have shown
that SC embedded yarn incorporated fabrics can maintain their performance even after 15 domestic machine wash cycles, 25 hand wash
cycles, and 6000 abrasion cycles. Research has shown that solar‐E‐
yarns can be created in any colour, with only a minor effect on their
performance. The study has revealed that in fabric form, larger gaps
between SC embedded yarns will enhance the performance across a
wider range of incident angles due to the albedo effect and reduced
shading. This meant that the SC embedded yarn distribution within a
fabric can be varied to achieve the optimum balance between angle
independence and power density for a given application. The experimental results on power generation performance under various lighting conditions, for wash durability, moisture management behaviour,
and conformability to three‐dimensional shapes, validate the utility
of the solution for regular clothing applications. These attributes will
enable these solar fabrics to feature in future wearable electronics
and electronic textiles to provide a continuous supply of power, without having to compromise on comfort, aesthetics, or wash durability.
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